
Fig. 1.

View of the tamping iron.
and front view of the cranium,showing theircomparative size.Iron 3 ft. 7 in. long; 1 j in.in greatest diameter ; weight13J pounds.

Fig. 2.

Front and lateral view of the cranium,representing the direction in which the
iron traversed its cavity; the present
appearance of the line of fracture, andalso the large anterior fragment of the
frontal bone, which was entirely detach-
ed, replaced, and partially re-united.

Fig. 3.

View of the liase of the skull from
within ; the orifice caused by the passage
of the iron having been partially closedby the deposit of bone.

Vide " Bibliographical Notice " in Boston Med. and Surg. Journal, No. 7, vol. iii. New Series,
March 18, 1869."
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woman are necessary. The introduction of
the blades, for which it is not indispensable
to know the exact position of the fœtal head,
is made with great ease, the articulation
equally so. To do this, it is not necessary
to remove the bedclothes. Then slight
tractions with one hand or one or two fin-
gers of the hand, as already said, suffice to
make the head advance, and if before the
head is born the operator wishes to disar-
ticulate the blades, he can do so without
the least trouble, for it is necessary only to
raise a little hinge adapted to the handle of
the instrument.

" The retroceps can, moreover, be applied
equally well in women confined on their
left side à l'anglaise. Furthermore, back-
ward and forward tractions, while the head
is yet high up, are at the same time favored
by that position.

" Finally, it may be added, that the re-

troceps is an instrument light and small,
scarcely weighing 500 grammes, hinged so
that it maybe doubled up, placed in a little
leather bag and easily put in the pocket.
This is an advantage not to be lightly re-

garded by the practitioner."

Bibliographical Notices.
Recovery from the Passage of an Iron Bar

through the Head. By John M. Harlow,
M.D., of Woburn. With a plate.* Read
before the Massachusetts Medical Socie-
ty, June 3, 1868. Boston : David Clapp
& Son, 334 Washington Street.
This paper, which is included among the

Publications of the Massachusetts Medical
Society, has been re-published in pamphlet
form, and is for sale at this office.fFor a couple of years during the last
decade, the attention of visitors to the Mu-
seum of the Medical College, in Boston,
was attracted to an iron bar about three
and a half (3J) feet long, and about as largeround as a crow-bar. This object had an

inscription carved upon it, from which in-
scription, and from the verbal statements
which were given to satisfy the curiosity
aroused, it was learned that the bar had
been driven through the head of a man, by
the accidental explosion of a charge of
blasting powder, and, that this man, so far
from being instantly killed by the injury,
had recovered from its effects, and was

actually walking on this planet, attending

to the ordinary affairs of life. Such was
the outline of a case which has become of
classic celebrity. »

The physician who attended the patient
whose cerebral organism had been compara-
tively so little disturbed by its abrupt and
intrusive visitor, was Dr. J. M. Harlow, the
writer of the pamphlet we are noticing, and
who reported the case in the Boston Medi-
cal and Surgical Journal, Vol. 39, No. 20.
In a foot note to the present pamphlet Dr.
Harlow says :

" Soon after the publication of this case
in the Boston Medical and Surgical Jour-
nal, in November, 1848, I received a letter
from Dr. Henry J. Bigelow, Professor of
Surgery in the Medical Department of Har-
vard University, requesting me to send
Gage to Boston, generously proposing to
defray his expenses and compensate him
for loss of time. Gage being quite well,
and the hole in the top of his head entirely
closed, accepted this proposition, and re-
mained in Boston, under the observation of
Prof. Bigelow, eight or nine weeks, where
he was examined by many medical men,
Prof. Bigelow being thoroughly convinced,
at a time when the accident had very few
believers either in the medical profession or
out of it, that the lesion was as represented
—that the iron had traversed the brain and
cranium as stated. With my concurrence
he reported the case, with illustrations, in
the American Journal of the Medical Sci-
ences for July, 1850."

Dr. Bigelow having thoroughly investi-
gated the case, and satisfied himself of its
genuineness, finally succeeded in forcing its
authenticity upon the credence of the pro-
fession in this city, as could hardly have
been done by any one in whose sagacity
and surgical knowledge bis confrères had
any less confidence. But for his persistent
efforts, we may assume, with no disrepect
to Dr. Harlow,* the first report of the case

might have slumbered unnoticed in an old
volume of this Journal, and never have se-
cured its rightful place in the annals of
surgery—never have been accepted by the
medical public, as a record of important
facts, to be relied upon by the physiologist
and the metaphysician. It was Dr. Bige-
low, also, who had the inscription made on
the tamping-iron,f and who persuaded the
patient to allow it to be deposited in the
Museum of the Medical College. As we
learn from Dr. Harlow's pamphlet, the ac-

* Reproduced as a frontispiece to the present number
of this Journal.

\s=d\See advertisement.

*The accident happened, it should be remembered,
more than twenty years ago, when Dr. Harlow did not
reside in this State.

\s=d\An implement used in blasting. It was subsequently
reclaimed by the patient.
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cident occurred in Cavendish, Vermont, on

the 13th of September, 1848. The subject
of it was residing in California when he
died, which was on the 18th of May, 1861 ;
between twelve and thirteen years having
thus intervened between the date of the in-
jury and his decease. During a short period
before his death he had several severe con-
vulsions.

Dr. Harlow had the enterprise to obtain
the cranium and the iron-bar ; and having
exhibited them at the last annual meeting
of the Massachusetts Medical Society, has
most generously presented them to the
Museum of the Medical Department of
Harvard University. He also gives his
obliging assent to our using the blocks
which furnished the delineations in his pa-
per, as it appeared in the Publications of
the Massschusetts Medical Society, and as
it is now published in pamphlet form. It
is thus that we have come by the woodcuts
in the frontispiece of our present number.
The pamphlet describes the original acci-
dent, and the wounded parts from the out-
set ; also the course of the case, and the
treatment till recovery. It further gives a

sketch of the subsequent history of the pa-
tient ; and concludes with a description of
the external and internal post-mortem ap-
pearances of the cranium.-—Ed.

Medicaland SurgicalJournal.
Boston: Thursday, March 18, 1869.

In The American Journal of the Medical Sci-
ences for January the leading article is by Dr.
Samuel Jackson, Professor Emeritus, &c. &c, on

cases of " Double Consciousness."
The most marked of the four cases described

•was that of a young man who had had violent con-

vulsions, of what precise nature we are not told.
For two days after his worst attack he remained
in a state of great prostration, with occasional de-
lirium. "About the third day his attendants re-

marked that his mind was engaged, as it were, in
the recital or narrative of imaginary scenes taking
place in New York,* where he supposed himself
to be in company and holding conversation with,
and finally paying particular attentions to a young
lady. He imagined he had a rival for her favors,
and entered into a quarrel, which ended in a chal-
lenge and a duel. This was the outline of a com-

plete novelette, with various adventures that are

omitted, composed at periods of about half an

hour each during three days, and it was observed
that when the story was resumed it was in imme-
diate connection with the part where it had ceas-

ed. . . . During this period his eyes were

open, and to all appearances he was awake and
conscious ; but when he would suddenly cease,
and was asked what he had been doing, he insist-
ed that he had been fast asleep. He was utterly
unconscious of anything that had occurred." He
ultimately recovered.

We follow Dr. Jackson when he says that the
name of double consciousness as applied to such
cases as the above is a misnomer ; and when he
remarks that the main fact is the introduction of
a new set of ideas and trains of thought, which
ceased at once after different intervals. He, how-
ever, goes on to say that through consciousness
we have a knowledge of our own existence, and
of the world without ; that consciousness reveals
the operations of the intellectual faculties. Here
we must discriminate a little. We subscribe to
the ideas of Bishop Berkeley so far as to assume

. that we are cognizant of the external world by
inference—intuitive, of course—derived from our

perceptions, and those in turn developed by our

sensations ; though the inference may be " short,
sharp and decisive," as in the experiment suggest-
ed by Dr. Johnson of violent contact with a stone.
We define consciousness, therefore, as the faculty
which gives us, or rather, perhaps, which is, the
knowledge of our existence and of our mental
operations, but which does not of itself alone re-
veal to us the external world. The consciousness
of our mental operations is also—we take it—lim-
ited to those of the present instant. But, we>
have the memory of an act or sUe of conscious-
ness at the instant preceding the present one ; as
we have the memory of an act or state of conscious-
ness twenty years previous.

With these brief propositions as to the natura
and office of consciousness before us, we glance,
again at the case of the young man mentioned by
Dr. Jackson. He was conscious of mental ope-
rations which for the most part corresponded with
the facts of his external life as observed by those
around him. At periods of about half an hour
each, during three days, he was conscious of cer-
tain mental operations which did" not correspond
with the facts of his external existence. It was
manifest that those mental operations—of the dis-
eased as well as of the comparatively healthy in-
tervals—actually took place. His consciousness
of them, therefore, we have no reason to suppose
to have been perverted ; though the memory fail-
ed to report the statements of consciousness from
the diseased to the comparatively healthy condi-
tion, and vice versa. Where, then, was the le-
sion?

We have at the periphery, so to speak, sensa-
sation. Further within the enclosure we place* He was in reality in a distant place.
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